POUCHES
RED JUTE PRINT HARMONIUM POUCH
6" X 6"
ZHPC1020 | RS. 200 PER PIECE

BLUE JUTE PRINT HARMONIUM POUCH
6" X 6"
ZHPC1017 | RS. 200 PER PIECE

BLACK & WHITE HARMONIUM POUCH
6" X 6"
ZHPC1001 | RS. 200 PER PIECE

The original art on these products is created by the students & artisans with intellectual disability from the Jai Vakeel Foundation.
RED JUTE PRINT DOUBLE ZIP POUCH
5.5" X 7.2" X 3.5"
ZPCH1020 | RS. 470 PER PIECE

BLUE JUTE PRINT DOUBLE ZIP POUCH
5.5" X 7.2" X 3.5"
ZPCH1017 | RS. 470 PER PIECE

BLACK & WHITE DOUBLE ZIP POUCH
5.5" X 7.2" X 3.5"
ZPCH1001 | RS. 470 PER PIECE

The original art on these products is created by the students & artisans with intellectual disability from the Jai Vakeel Foundation.
INDIGO TIE DYE
ACCESSORIES POUCH
ZACC1002 | RS. 400 PER PIECE

BROWN STRIPE
ACCESSORIES POUCH
ZACC1034 | RS. 400 PER PIECE

RED JUTE PRINT SLIM POUCH
3.5" X 9.5" X 2"
ZSPC1020 | RS. 140 PER PIECE

BLUE JUTE PRINT SLIM POUCH
3.5" X 9.5" X 2"
ZSPC1017 | RS. 140 PER PIECE

BLACK & WHITE SLIM POUCH
3.5" X 9.5" X 2"
ZSPC1001 | RS. 140 PER PIECE

The original art on these products is created by the students & artisans with intellectual disability from the Jai Vakeel Foundation.
KEYCHAIN POUCH
RED JUTE PRINT KEY POUCH
5.5" X 7.2" X 1.5"
ZKEY1020 | RS. 210 PER PIECE

BLUE JUTE PRINT KEY POUCH
5.5" X 7.2" X 1.5"
ZKEY1017 | RS. 210 PER PIECE

BLACK & WHITE KEY POUCH
5.5" X 7.2" X 1.5"
ZKEY1001 | RS. 210 PER PIECE

The original art on these products is created by the students & artisans with intellectual disability from the Jai Vakeel Foundation.
FILE FOLDERS & LAPTOP SLEEVES
LILAC TRIANGLES FILE FOLDER  
15.5" X 10.5"  
ZLPBG21B | RS. 575 PER PIECE

GREEN SCRIBBLE FILE FOLDER  
15.5" X 10.5"  
ZLPBG21B | RS. 575 PER PIECE

GREEN JUTE PRINT LAPTOP SLEEVE  
14"  
ZLPSt017 | RS. 485 PER PIECE

BROWN CIRCLE LAPTOP SLEEVE  
14"  
ZLPSt059 | RS. 485 PER PIECE

GREEN JUTE PRINT LAPTOP SLEEVE  
16"  
ZLPLt018 | RS. 515 PER PIECE

The original art on these products is created by the students & artisans with intellectual disability from the Jai Vakeel Foundation
TABLE LINEN
ORANGE JUTE PRINT TABLE MATS
15" X 11"
ZMAT1015 | RS. 1260 PER SET OF 6

GREEN JUTE PRINT TABLE MATS
15" X 11"
ZMAT1018 | RS. 1260 PER SET OF 6

ORANGE JUTE PRINT TABLE RUNNER
55" X 14"
ZRUN1015 | RS. 390 PER PIECE

GREEN JUTE PRINT TABLE RUNNER
55" X 14"
ZRUN1018 | RS. 390 PER PIECE

The original art on these products is created by the students & artisans with intellectual disability from the Jai Vakeel Foundation
ORANGE JUTE PRINT TABLE NAPKINS
15" X 15"
ZTBN1015 | RS. 730 PER SET OF 6

GREEN JUTE PRINT TABLE NAPKINS
15" X 15"
ZTBN1018 | RS. 730 PER SET OF 6

GREEN JUTE PRINT COCKTAIL NAPKIN
8" X 8"
ZCKN1018 | RS. 360 PER SET OF 6

GREEN JUTE PRINT COCKTAIL NAPKIN
8" X 8"
ZCKN1018 | RS. 360 PER SET OF 6

The original art on these products is created by the students & artisans with intellectual disability from the Jai Vakeel Foundation.
TRAYS & COASTERS
The original art on these products is created by the students & artisans with intellectual disability from the Jai Vakeel Foundation.
ORANGE ROUND COASTER
4" DIAMETER
ZCSR1015 | RS. 500 SET OF 6

BLACK & WHITE ROUND COASTER
4" DIAMETER
ZCSR1002 | RS. 500 SET OF 6

GREEN SQUARE COASTER
4" X 4"
ZCSS1018 | RS. 500 SET OF 6

The original art on these products is created by the students & artisans with intellectual disability from the Jai Vakeel Foundation.